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Abstract: Predictive Control is an intelligent tool to manage complex systems. This control
strategy is getting more and more application in industrial fields. This paper shows the
application of the predictive control methodology to a water distribution canal. Water
canals are complex hydraulic systems because they are open and big scale systems,
characterized by big delays and great inertia. Many models and control strategies have
already been simulated using linear control theory. In the present study, a predictive control
strategy is experimentally implemented in a modern automated canal prototype where
sensors and actuators are controlled via a PLC network supervised by a SCADA system.
The performance of this predictive controller is experimentally tested and very good results
were obtained. The presented field studies show the potential of predictive control applied
to water distribution canals and motivate its development for the management of water
distribution networks in the near future.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Irrigation water is the main use of world water
resources. Intelligent management of open-channel
conveyance and delivery systems are main goals to
achieve in the near future, as an efficient
management of this valuable world resource is of
major priority.
Upstream control canals are only efficient when they
operate with rigid water delivery methods (Rijo, et
al., 2005). Nevertheless, a great part of these systems
work with flexible water delivery schedules and, in
that case, operational losses become much more
significant (Rijo, et al., 2005).
A reliable strategy to improve the efficiency of
irrigation canals is to implement automatic systems
in these structures allowing quantitative control
actions as well as on-line monitoring capacity. The
water canal prototype that is studied in the present
paper is such a modern control and monitoring
facility (Almeida, et al., 2002). This automatic
irrigation canal is centrally managed by a SCADA

system (Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition)
that enables the real-time knowledge of the system
state (state sensors and actuators), and this central
management system is connected with a network of
industrial PLCs (Programmable Logic Controllers) that
control locally each canal pool (electromechanical
sensors and actuators – slice gates and water off-takes).
The management potential of such an automatic canal
permits the use of intelligent control strategies that
were not possible to be tested with traditional
mechanically controlled canals (Figueiredo, 2005). In
this paper an intelligent predictive control strategy
(Baena, 2003) is developed and experimentally tested
in the above referred automatic canal. Field tests
performed with this predictive controller show very
good results and motivate the development of this
control strategy for future management of water
distribution networks
2. CANAL DESCRIPTION

